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AFT voices
.
..
oppos1t1on
.
.
to ,to1t1on
•
increase.
.

,

.

'

State Comptroller Michael Bakalis addresses over 500 graduates and n umerous guests · at last
Monday's commencement. [Photo by Carol Jean Zalatoris]
·

'School n·o job guarantee',

A F T Faculty Federation
by Carol Jean Zalatoris
Stu d en ts can expec~ a - President · Margaret Schmid ,
also a UNI faculty member,
t u ition in crease effec ti v e
b elieve s that hig h tuition
September 1977. Unofficially,
" P art of our economic woes
levels are related to low
the increase could be $90 per
in this S.tate a n d in · t his
student enrollments. Speaking
year. Currently fu ll time
nat ion," he said, "are due to
for t e AFT she said, "We
tuition is $492 yearly.
the ever-increasing demands
oppose the tuition increase ·
T h e final decis ion on
on t he part of . Americans to
because it will increase the
whether the increase will . be
have their gov ernm ent do
financial burd en for B OG
put into effect will be disthings for them. A t the very
students , thus in effect decussed and voted on at t he
same t ime recent polls indicate
creasing a ccess to hig her
Board of Governors meeting
we fear the growth _of big
education."
February 16 at Chicago State
governm ent , we continua lly
Schmid pointed out t hat the
Universitr . seek new government initiaIllinois State Scholarship Com- ·
Donald Walters, executive
tives which inevitably enlarge ·officer ·of the Board of
mission has, for t he second
the size a nd scope of governconsecutive year, announced
Goveriors of Sta te Colleg es
ment itself. Our hope for the and Universities, explained in
tha t it has insufficent funds.
She fea rs that financial aid
(Cont'd on page 3) November tha t a t u ition
programs will be unable to
increase was inevitable. Insticounter-balance increased tui. tutional costs have increased
tion.
more than 11. 3 per cent
Schmid states t hat tuition
between 1974-1975 and another
revenues are treated as state
5 per cent is projected for
monies by the Illinois legis19-75-1976.
lature. As such t hey must be
Tuition has remained conappropriat ed by t he legislature
stant since 1972. Walters
t o the universities before they
further cited that the Consucan be spent and are subject to
mer Price Index increased 36.8
strict legislature control.
p er c ent (Sep tember 19 72allocations for everything that
" Raising tuit ion is levying a
1976), and the Higher Educafalls under their jurisdiction.
form of increased " tax" on our
tion Price Index rose approxiThe-ten students are elected mately 30.5 per cent. Consestudents," Schmid said, "one
for a one ·year term by the quently, tuition Iias declined
which could in fact lead to an
Northeastern student popula- more t han 25 per cent with
overall decrease in the number
tion. The term runs from
of students attending our
inflation alone.
March to March. Nominat ions
universities ."
In fiscal year 1976, 28. 7 per
are now being accepted by cen t of th.e undergraduate
The AFT F edera tion is
Joann Power in room CC207, students in the BOG system
working wi t h the hlinoi s
Ext . 331 of the new Cohlmuter received !SSC awards; another
Federation of Teachers and t he
Cen t er Addition . They will 16.6 per cent received instituIllinois . S tate AFL -CI O .t o
continue t~ be accepted until t ional waivers or other federal,
develope legislation to avert
noon on _ February 14 . . The state or institutional funds. ·
any form of an increase. T he
election will be · held in t he
AFT has written t he BOG,
F aced with the question of
Village Square on -tuesday and financial aid availability, the
and has .contacted t he FOG
Wednesday February 15 and BKO G ha s said . that no
student representa t ived, offer16 bet ween 10 a.m . and 4 p .m. decisions would b e m ade
ing t o work cooperat ively to
and t he hours of 5 p .m. and 7 unless t he board was sure that
defeat· an increase.
p.m. for the night student s .
The A FT urges concerned
additional assistance would be
The future policy that goes availao1e to needy students.
students to write Peter Lardon in this university will be
ner, BOG chairman (3227 29th,
The AFT Faculty. Federadecided in this election. Don't
Rock Island, Illinois 61201) in
tion, bargaining agent fo r
you think that you should faculty in the BOG system, - opp osition to the t ui tion
have an. active part in your has voiced its opposition to a
-increase before the February
future?
16 BOG meeting.
·
tuition increase.

Bakalis tells grads
schooled socie ty " in which
by Carol Jean Zalatoris
Dr. Michael Baka lis, former m any have degrees and
su~rintendent · ~ public in- have jobs; of a society in
str uction for t h e State of which widespread discontent
I llinois and currently State will result from the inability of
Comp t roller, a ddressed the the economic system to absorb
,,--N orthe&stern Illinois Universi- a larger college educated
ty graduating classes of Aug- population.
Bakalis called on the gradust and December 1976 in a
combination commencement uate to look upon their college
ceremony January 31 at Arie degree as nor only a potential
Crown Theatre, McCormick p as sport t o the country's
economic system but as a
Place.
ljniversity President Ronald vehicle for a life of self-reliance
Williams presented degrees to- and self-determination.
approximately 500 graduates
and an additional 40 maste,rs
recipients who attended the
ceremony. Some 960 graduates
were absent . Of those eligible
for (bachelors) degrees, 170
were from the B oard of
Govenors (BOG) program.
Following the conferal of
degrees, emeritus scrolls were
awarded to Dr. Thomas Farr;
by Steven Novak
P olitical Science, and Norm a
Chair, Election Commit~ee
Bur meis t er , Foreign L angEverywhere around the UNI
u age, b oth recently retired
campus people are commentinstructors.
ing about all of the changes
In hi s addres s , Michael
Bakalis told the graduating · that have been taking place in
the last couple of years. The
class that contemporary punew Commuter Center Addiposes for education must now
ti<m is one of the finest student
give way to old, but once again
Facilities for any commuter
pertinent and lasting values.
school in the area. The credit
· Bakalis t old t he audience
for this l~es in part to the work
that the American journey
toward mass educa tion has . of J;he Commuter Center Board
of Managers.
been only partially successful
and tha t the time has come to
This nineteen member Board
reairect our concerns from the
has ten student m embers in
q uantity - of our education
endevors to t he quality of our addition to the nine various
lives.
•· faculty, administrators , civil
" Today's reality ," he said; service and neighborhood re"is that completing college no
presentatives. This policy was
longer quarantees and educat- established to give students
ed person or a j ob to make a
t he potential to govern the
living ."
.
p olicy makin g board t h at
Bakalis warned of an "over- de t ermin es _pricing and fun

few

•

Students needed to

•
Commuter ·
run 1n

Center Board election
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letter:s

I ju~t want to call to'
In recent months there has everyone's attention these arbeen a lot of discussion on · chaic laws that · presume that
campus about wages ' for everything a wife has is a gift
' women who stay home and do from her husband. She works
housework.
. for it!!!
There is an important
Inheritance laws ' must be
question here that should not changed. Governments must
be dismissed lightly. The keep hands off estates unless
question is not whether house- there is no spouse and no
wives should be paid to stay at minor children. Then we'll see
home but rat~er it's a question ·-about wages for housework. 1
of government recognizing
Lenore Lev
their contribution as an econoLarry Kenney
mic one.
For example, a woman stays TO THE EDITOR:
home and saves money from
Is Northeastern open or
Editor:
her. husbanq.'s paycheck be- closed? That's the question
Do you know:
cause she sews . clothes for everyone was asking on Friday
--the
· Day' Care . Center is
herself and the rest of the morning (January 28), but
located · on the "Parental
family; cooks meals from there was no way to find out.
"scratch" instead of using None of the radio stations _ School" grounds, (just east of
the tennis courts)?
high priced convenience food included Northeastern in either
--the Day Care Center is
or eating out at restaurants; their "open" or "closed"
paints walls herself instead of listings, · and no one was open ~mtil 6:00 pm?
•-the security office closes at
hiring a painter, etc. Because answering the switchboard-.
4:
30
pm, with usually no one
of her economies their estate that is if you could get past
in
the
office after 4:30 pm?
grows, they buy a larger the busy signal. Do you figftt
--many tiJnes there is only
house, they have money in the snow drifts and the sub-zero
~ank; then he dies suddenly. cold or do you say "to llell one adult in the Day Care
The estate is taxed!! All this with it?" Many people fought Center after 4:30 pm?
--if anything was to happen
that she helped her husbanp the snow and the cold, some
build up is taxed to her as if having to take as . many as at the Day Care Center after
she ha~ no part in it. Even if three busses, only (;o find notes 4:30 pm it is almost impossible
all property is held jointly, taped to the doo~ of the for the teacher to get help?
My daughter is in the Day
bank accounts are frozen upon building. The lucky ones didn't
Care Center after 4:30 pm
the death of one and one-half bother.
of real property is considered
The situation everyone ex- every day, as are several other
the estate of the dead spouse.
perienced on Friday Morning . children. I feel that their
I don't want to go into how -was totally unnecessary. All !Mlfety, as well a_s the teacher's
a good lawyer can set up ·an major radio stations · should is at · stake. The Day Care
estate in trust to minimize this ·have been con~cted, a full Center should have a "radio,"
effect, or how it depends upon
sta~f should have manned like those used by security, for
what state you live in as to
the switchboard, and someone use in emergencies when no
"""' h .. ,n .. """ i-An hA Aff.... t$>0
from WZRD should have been one is in the security office.
Something needs to be done
to insure the safety of the
f" PRINT,, the official campus newspaper serving North-~ children and teachers of Our
eas_tern Illinois University, 5500 N. St. Louis Ave.,
Day Care Center in case an
Chicago, Ill., 60625, is published each Friday during the .
emergency should arise.
regular academic year.
Steps should be taken now,
DEADLINE for submitting material is Tuesday 12:00
before.
something does happen.
noon for the following •Friday's issue. All copy must be .
A Concerned P~t
typed. Late copy or material that does not conform to the
Editor:

.

contacted so that they could
have gone on the air with the
announcement.
Although such a situation
occurs very infrequently,
plan for sucl! an emergency
should be established. Everyone should be told what radio
stations will carry an announcem_e nt concerning the
status-of Northeastern, WZRD
should be contacted (as Advisor; I would be more than
happy _to accept the call) and
at least two ,- if not three
people, should man the switchboard.
Let'.s think ahead 'a little; so
that last Friday's chaos .will
not reoccur in the future.

standards set forth under PRINT publication policy will
be handled accordingly by t!,ie editors. The editors of
P~INT will publish at their descretion any letters to· the
editor, announcements, articles, classifieds photos or
other su~mitted .material. · .
'
'
PR~NT editors have sole authority governing all
matenal submitted for publication. The editors of PRINT ·
reserve the right to edit copy. Editing implies that editors
need not accept all submitted material for publication.
Good journalistic standards shall be maintained.
Students are encouraged to submit LETTERS TO THE
EDITOR. 1:etters should not exceed two (2) typewritten
p~ges. U!1s1gned letters will not be published, but names
will be withheld upon request. Obsenitites are discouraged.
ANNOUNCEMENTS will be accepted from any
s~udent: _faculty, administrator, department, or organization affiliated with the university. -Announcenient's should
not exceed ½ page typewritten and will be published. on a
space-available basis.
CLASSIFIEDS are free _to all students and affiliates of
the universitr, Classffieds sho~ld •be limited to 50 typed
wor~s. Class1fi~s will be published on a space-available
bas•. All Classifieds will remain confidential
· ·
PHOTOS submitted for · publication become the .
proper~y of PRINT. Photos will be returned upon request
· but will not be hE:ld for more · than one week. Photos
should include a informative caption (6 lines max.) typed .
on a separate sheet and ·attached.
PAID . ADS will be .published according to the
agreement the Business Manager and client. No ads will.
be taken over the telephone. ,
~
THE PR~NT OFFICE is located in-.E-049, just outside
the Cafetena· on the lower level of the Student Union
Building. The office .is normally open from 9:00 a.m. to
6:00 p.m. Monday through Friday.
THE OFFICE . TELEPHONE · number is 583-4050 .
~xten~ion 508 or 509. After 9:00 p.m., the direct "night
line" 1s 583-4065.
.-. ~

Dear Editor,

I would like to protest about
not stag events, Everthing is
this school is for couples only!
How about having square
dances and sock hops for
singles only? In this way
single people can meet other
single people. ·
Up to now everything in the
school is organized as events
for couples only. If .you're not
married or going with someone
you either flirt your hardest or
miss out on the event.
This is ·a huge university
, with lots of people. But they
don't know one another because most of them are single
and don \t; care to get bombed
on a school night just to meet
someone new, or are too shy to
flirt at the last moment to get
a date.
I feel that the school should
have some events that everybody can attend and not feel
pressured to come only if they
have a date. It should be set
up ~o _that only single people
~ go and meet other single
people.
' .

I
l

1.

Suppo~t YOUR
·s ports' teams!
by John Stepal
Ever look closely at your
tuition bill? If so, you 've
probably noticed a fifteen
td ollar activity fee which is
added on to it each trimester.
-This fee enabl~ students to
take in concerts, movies, and
special events without cost.
AND sports events.
You know, like basketball;
football, hockey, baseball, etc. .
For a long time I've
wondered why more students don't attend games. I
realize that the.a(orementioned
sports, with the exception of
basketball, are played away
from the university, and this
fact makes it hard for students ·
to attend. There can be no
argument that basketball is
Northeastern's biggest sport.
More fans come to see the
basketball team than any
other, and Homecoming is ·
scheduled during basketball
season. (weather permitting)
What puzzles me , most, however, is the absence of fans at
some of _the other spectator
sports. Two that immediately
come to mind are women's
volleyball and water polo, and
these, along with basketball, in
my opinion comprise the
three most exciting on-campus
sports here at UNI.
What I'm asking for is
.impossible in many cases. I'm

aware that people work, and
that they have homework, as
well as their social lives, to
demand their attention also. I
have another job myself, and
consequently am forced to
miss several events. I'm the
sports editor of this newspaper, yet I've never attended
a UNI baseoall game, a
women's tenni~ match, or a
football game, for ' that l!!atter.
I can tell you, however, that
the attendance at the hockey
games has been miniature in •
size, tliat women's sports
never attract any sort of
crowd, and that basketball
,CljOWds, although larger .than
last year, have · not been
overwhelming.
Talkjng to _ several people
gave me the impression that
UNI doesn't publicize their
sports program to the extent it
should. Being on PRINT, I'm
aware of what's happening, so
it's hard for me to,; judge
whether or not this is true.
All I can say is that the
upcoming two weeks could
prove to be the biggest of the
year, as Homecoming has been
rescheduled for February ' 18
against Circle and the Ice
· Eagles play their most crucial
games this Sunday. Maybe .
. these will prove me wrong.
I hope.

PRINT is the campus newspaper for Northeastern Illinois
University: Published weekly, this paper is paid for by student ·
fees ·and largely the work of Northeastern Students. Materials
publis~ed h~rein ar_e _not to be confused with views expressed by
the Umvers1ty admm1stration. PRINT is located in E-049.

Editor-in-Chief • . • . .. .• •• ........•..•••.•• . .. Robert J Kosinski
Managing Editor .....•..•.......•.. •..... Robert L. T~ahan Jr.
Associate Editor, •.•..•..••. ; .• ••.•.••.•.....•.... Ann F H~lda
Photo Edi~or .. • •.•.•.••.... . . ••.. • •............•.. Dolo;a Jung
Spo~ts Editor •.••.•...-••.....•.. ..•. .. •• •. •....... John Stepal
Busmess Manager ••.•.......•...•..• • .. • .• Carol Jean Zalatoris.
Staff: Al Albert, Cind) Lou Bt-rger, Larr~ Brittan, Jakki Freed•
man, L) nn Hitchcock, Fr:anklin -E. Jones, Bobb) Kramer, Sue
Lamb; David Maher, Anita Pisz}k, Mar) Petersen, Benilde Polverini, Carol Pod~aza, Fanni Sosna, Liz S)giel, Ronald D. Weslow
Photographers: C}nthia)iagertl, P.aul J. Manda, Pauline Philipps, ·
Diane Poulos, Kaylene Thompson
• . Graphics: Tom Hamill, Mark Schultz

. Sincerely yours,

Tb~ Libe(atecl Person!.
•
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Fareed first in
Academ\ic VP
•
•
interviews
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;

The Search and Screen
Committee for Vice-President
for Academic Affairs is inviting nine individuals to the
UNI campus to be interviewed
for the position of Vice-President for Academic Affairs.
Two of these individuals are
in-house candidates. On February 8, 1977 Ahmed A.
Fareed will be interviewed. Dr.
Fareed's brief biography and
the interview schedule follow:
Dr. Fareed i.s presently
Chairperson of the Qepartment
of Reading at Northeastern
Illinois University. His B. A.
in Literature in 1953 is from
the University of Cairo, and in
1969 he received his Ph. D. in
· Psychology of Reading from
the University of Chicago. He
created the Reading Program
at UNI and has been an active
member of the International
Reading Association. He has
chair!)d numer~us conferences
in the field of ~eading and has

MUTES:

published extensively in that
area. At UNI he 'is currently
Chairperson of the University
Educational Policy Council
and holds membership on
various committees in the
College of Education,
INTERVI.EW SCHEDULE
FOR AHMED A. FAREED
February 8, 1977
8:30 - 9: 15 a.m .. - Vice
Presidents and Deans President's Concerence Room,
C-215
9:20 - 10:00 a.m. - Student
Government and Alumni
CC-216
10:05 - 11:15 a.m. - Departmental Chairpersons, Chairpersons of University Councils (Faculty), Chairperson
of University Senate, Directors of Academic Areas
(CPD, Library, Learning
Services, Health, Physical
Education and Recreation),
President AFT, President
AAUP, Civil Services Court-

The saga of UNI students
dents need not defend themselves. They are the majority
in this university and the
by Robert J. Kosinski
largest recipient of whatever
Ahmed A. Fareed. [Yearbook
Who
is Ahmed A. Fareed? abominations the UEPC has '
Photo]
Well, if you look across the and will come up with .
page you'll find a brief Students are not merely
cil ,chairperson CC-216
biography of the man, with his employees of this university,
11:20 a.m. - Noon - Guided
educational background and they ARE this university.
tour of the campus
his current duties at North- Students are also members of
Noon - 1:00 p.m.
Invitaeastern. And if you want to the Board of Governors and
tional luncheon
meet him, he'll be available on I'd like' to see the faculty
1:00 - 2:00 p.m. - University
Tuesday at the specified times. match that accomplishment.
Community (Candidate to
He wants to be Vice-presi- .So, Dr. Fareed, what's YOUR
give brief statement and
dent 'for Academic Affairs and rationale for belonging on this
answer questions) 1-001
for a position as important as Council.
2:05 - 3:00 p.m. - Reception
that, you may want to ask him
CC-215 or CC-216
As if the rationale wasn't
a few questions, like, "Dr. enough, the UEPC also wants
3:05 - 3:35 p.m.
President
Fareed, why do you treat· to know what the intended role
Williams ,
students
so disrespectfully?"
3:40 - 5:15 p.m.
Interview
of the student participants will
When Ron Williams, the be. That's the simplest queswith Search Comm~ttee Prepresident of this university,
sident's Conference , Room,
tion of 'all. The role of the
came to· Northeasterns, he stu·dent will qe to tell the
C,215
promised that students would UEPC where they ' ve gone
get their long-awaited voice in wr~ng because they 're in the
tlie university .governance, and best position to know. This is
tofd th·e faculty ;enate as
what the Council fears most.
added that he ~n~ the, other
much at one of their meetings
The other great fear is
members of the g!'.Oup wouW
late last'year. In keeping with publicity. St udents may tend
make a personal appeal to the
this, Williams sent word to the to be indiscreet, and , you can
aides working at the circuiauniversity councils and combet that the UEPC isn't any
tion desk to stay .for the
mittees to respond to the idea
too proud of the . little gems
add itional hour!>. With the
of student participation.
·
they come up with t ha,t set the
desired staff, both Stetson and
The response from Fareeo's practice of · education back
Bl~ck . agreed that , the .library
University Educational Policy
twenty years.
could be kept open with full
Council was underwhelming. It
Dr. Fareed, it is true that
services.
is with the utmost generosity
you may or may not be your
Stetson added that · the ,that the - UEPC agreed to
committee, but you do reprequestion of extended library· invite students into their
sent that committee. The
hours has been .· a~ annual
parlor for their sporadic gameStudent Senate will meet on
study, always with the same .playing, providing that the
Monday, February 7 at 7 p.m.
answers.
student. _. senate
answer
a few
,. ,...
.
Come tp .. that meeting and
The students who attended
questions.
get your questions answered in
the meeting are confident that
First they ;,anted to _know
person. Listen to their words
those problems can be worked · the "rationale" for student
and look into their faces and
out.
presence on the council. Stusee where your future lies.
"Education is too important to
be left soley to the educators."

\

New hope for extended library hour~.
by Robert J. Kosinski
Members of , the Northeastern Student Senate met
with. Ken Stetson, assistant to
the Vice-pres ident for Academic Affairs
,ir·.~ and Sophie
Black, director of Library
Services to discuss the possi bility of extended library
services in the three weeks
prior to final exams in this
trimester, and left with the
hopeful notion that such a plan
could become operative if
staffing problems could be
worked out.
Senate President Judy Macior, Vice-president . Brent
Leatherman and Senator Jacobo Szapiro came to listen to
all the facts and figures
prepared by Academic Affairs
and the Library staff which
could spell life or death for
additional library use during
t hose three weeks.
Financially, it was found
that the picture Wa!? not ·as

grim as it was originally
thought. Total costs for staffing and Security for keeping
the library ·ope!l'drom 5 to 10
pm on Saturdays and from 10
to midnight from Monda y
through Thursday in tnose
three weeks would be $778-.38.
This was thought to be wen·
within the budget of Academic
Affairs.
The big problem was staffing. Ms. Black said that the
studenta aides required to
work the circulation desk were
not willing to work the
additional hours. She said that
without the aides, the Library
could be kept open for the
extended hours under the
supervision of faculty assistants, but no services, such as
checking out of books, would
be provided.
Szapiro, though, said that
the group could not agree to
such a concession without the
approval of the senate and

j

I

19 clubs called 'inactive'
by Charter Board
The Charter Review Board
of the Student Senate has
announced that the following
clubs have been declared
"inactive." Any funding they
may have will revert -back to
the board of control and they
will lose all privileges of a
campus club.

~

-·

Graduation

(cont'd .from page 1)

future is not for a . generation
feeling .of self-worth so that others with tolerance, respect
of people addicted to governthey can meet the challenges and compassion. "
ment services, but rather the
of life with confidence, the
Following the commencehope is for people who will
capacity for self-identity so ment, a reception was given in
once again rely on their own
tliat they can go through life
the Jane Addams room for the
talent, initiative and capacity
at peace with themselves, the graduates, their parents, and
to solve their problems and
tools to continue to learn
guest.
President Ronald
make their lives better."
throughout their lives, a· desire Williams, Mr. Bakalis, repreBakalis told the graduated
for excellence as a worthy and senative from the Board of
that such capacity for self-reachievable standard for what- Govenors, and university adliance must be the goal -of the -ever they do, and an underministrators and faculty linunivl!rsity in the future. "We . standing to their fellow man gered to talk with those who
have lost in our technological
which allows then to· treat attended.
'
game." Bakalis said, . "We no
longer can train people to keep
TIS' THE SEASON FOR EXTRA
up with our own technological
advances. Training people for
jobs which will be obsolete in a
matter of years is self-defeatNeed hel!th
Return? . .
ing. A~d, it is imposs~ble to
, tr~in people fo.r jobs which do
Come see us at
not yet .e xist."
·

Checkers Club; Pentacostal
Fellowship; Philosophy Club;
Pop Culture Club; Students
for Independent Politics and
the Organic Gardening Club.
In order for a club to be
reactivated, they must follow
the standard procedures fdr
forming a new club as stated
in the Charter Review Board
The duos are·: Folk Dance Policy.
.
Also; the club, M.E.N.C. has
Club;' Student Gallery ComSuch -a scenario, Bakalis
mittee; C.A.R.P.; Chemistry · reverted back to a temporary
said,
wa·s the reason the
charter.
,
Club; Economics Club; Ki
university must return to old
If anyone·.desires further
Aikido Club;· Linguistics Club;
but . once aga·in · neces·sary
Puerto Rican Students Al- informatton, please contact
ptirpo·s es. "The ·university,
liance; Sigma Alpha Iota.; Charter ·Review Chairpers_on
must instill in its graduates a
Thai Association; Renaissance Julie Prorok in the Student
Government . Office, or , call · humility about what yet
Club; Campus Crusade for
remains to be explored, a
X501.·
Christ; Al-Anon ; Cpess and

----------,

I
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I
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r~vle'!l the seven per ce_n t_solutlon

Arkin the solution

•

in

fact that you have ceased to
Basil, where are you now that
practise medicine as a result, I
we need you? Some of
can deduce Jittle, You are
Williamson's rapid, clenched,
married,
possess a sense of
teeth delivery_ is a _ bit too
honor, and enjoy playing
.
staccato, too rapid, but--in a
cards and reading Shakesense--effective. The piece de
speare
.. I can say little besides
his soft, sensitive eyes. He resistance, however, is also left
that will be of interest to you.
goes from Holmes' antagonist in the movie. I_t unravels as
To quote an old Friend:
(Mr. H. wasn't about to go off Holmes, who is being led by
Williamson here "comes on
that needle) to one who listens, Watson, Mycroft, and a sadlike Gangbusters and leaves
replies ; then to his doctor; his eyed bloodhound to Freud's
like We the P~ople."
analyst; his friend and confi- "study, sudd_enly snaps out of
All 'in all, the picwre has its
dante ; and finally his Watson-- his catatonic stupor. He looks
moments, some fine perform·when the game:is afoot.
at Freud; Freud looks at him ;
ances, beautiful camera work,
Above ali, however , the Holmes takes a quick glance
and a humpty-dumpty plot.
cinematography steals the
around the study; And then
It's a lot more fun, however,
show. Some· of the landscape the Great Analyst says, "Do
than most pictures these days,
shots would make Claud of you know why they've brought
and
Alan Arkin's performance
Lorain, Constable, and Turner you here? Do you know who I
beats most sessions on anylook to their laurels. At one am?" That is too much for the
body's couch.
harried, suspicious detective,
point we are whisked into a
Viennese Bagnio (a prestigious .but even in his weakened
cat house) that is breathtaking condition he summons U:P his
great deductive powers and
in_its soft hues and shadings.
It's like the magnificent lets Freud have it right
between the libido and lebercandlelight paintings of De la
Torre. This has to be the most
wurst:
suptuous photography since
Beyond the fact that you are
a brilliant Jewish physician
. Barry Lyndon.
One of the things that
who was born in Hungary and
Meyer left in was Herr Freud's
studied for a time in Paris, and
being taunted and insuited at · that some radical t_heories of
an athletic club by a haughty
yours have alienated the
anti-semitic German count.
respectable medical commuNow, it's not easy to know
nity so that you have severed
how to act while someone with
your connections with ,various
real power, true influence is
hospitals and branches of the
medical fratemity--beyond the
calling you Yid or Kike or
Nigger ·or Spic. •(Remember
Freud barely got out of - ,,.
Hitler's Germany alive.) Arkin
does a supex:_b job in response
to the Count · (the furious,
uncomfortable Watson didn't
know .whether to defecate or go·
blind, as we used to say in the
Navy.) The analyst, being the
insulted party , chooses his
own weapons: an athletic
contest at a game that is a
cross between tennis, squash,
and jaialai.
Sooner or later, however,
'one must talk about the Great
5450 N. Kimball (Basement), Admission
Man himself. Considering that
Nicol Williamson has to show
a great mind operating overtime while the engine, his
body, is all but ruined--he does
a splend:id job. But Basil,

Holmes Jil•,m

croft,- sets Holmes down in the
Vienna waiting room of the
one man in Europe who can
cure Holmes' nefarious 7%
cocaine habit--Sigmund Freud.
Once Holmes is cured and sets
out to solve a bizarre,
complic'ated mystery that
leads to the waiting room of
World War I, we have a pretty
corny story.
Fortunately, in doing the
screenplay Nick Meyer condenses the last ·half of• the
novel , leaves in the exciting. train chase--with Freud and
Watson shoveling coal into the
' - - - - - - - - - - - - - '. hopper like broad-backed British stevedores. There is,
however, an interminable duel·by 1Ely M. Liebow
Al Capp once said there ling scene on top of the train
were three levels of Li'l Abner · that does nothing for the ·
· readers: the slobbering, drool- railroads or this movie. .
ing fan who saw but one .story;
Mr. Meyer, who made a
the 9-5 working stiff, who mint from the musty manucaught some subtleties every script, is again fortunate in the
now and then; and the true movie, for a star-studded .cast
Abner fan who caught nu- . has been provided him: Sir
ances, hidden identities, hid-' Lawrence Olivier makes an
den meanings, and most of the excellent simpering, babbling,
subleties. So it is with bothered Prof. Moriarty (reSherlock Holmes stories and member, the manuscript show· movies: there is the avid; ed us a Moriarty quite
hero-worshipping Sherlockian; different from the Napoleon of
the man who likes a good Crime found in the . stories--an
mystery and good characters; effete, feisty, Freudian pussyand the soul who just wants a cat.) The British Shakespearegood adventure yarn. Some an actor Nicol Williamson
people are a combination of all stars as t_he Great Detective;
three.
Vanessa Redgrave, looking
Thus I found that I was dowdy and desirable, is the
talking to myself during and lovely Lola Devereaux, one of
after this beautiful filming of Freud's earliest patients. RobNicholas Meyer's book (the ert Duvall, unlike good ol '
long-lost manuscript of · Dr.
Nigel Bruce, is a solid,
John H. Watson that Mr. reasonable intelligent Dr. WatMeyer so providentially and son.
fortuitously found--and edited-It is, however, Alan Arkin,
in a Hampshire attic.) Let's
as the fine faced Freud, who
fac e it: the Watson-Meyer
takes top laurels. All aspiring
novel is absorbing to the point · actors would do well to study
where the good do~tor, utilizMr. Arkin in this film. The
ing the brain and talents of
man really listens; compassion
Holmes ' older brother My- an~ understanding shine from

COFFEEHOUSE

f ~eaJuring: Paul Hebert

Friday, February 11, 8:00 PM
THE NEWMAN CENTER

ACTIVISTS!

Join the Evanston
organization fighting
rising electric rates.
Full or part-time. Call
CURE for app·ointment, 328-0167 between 2-3PM on Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday.

Order Toda_y!

c__Ac;yO!{
Beauty Care
. Sales Representative

· 252-6883
DAWN - (After 6:30 pm)

,
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pressing is the need for
ing how to get from here to . have to pay for it through
additional bus shelter on
there. One would suspect higher taxes. And some stuKimball and on Foster Avedents pay ·taxes, too.
service levels exert a greater
nues,
perhaps a shuttle bus to
This
should
not
obscure
the
influence in this · situation. Not
the Ravenswood "L" and in
fact · th<1t the motorist is the
only does the automobile offer
the more distant future, an
most heavily subsidized person
advantages not found in
East-West bus line on Bryn
in the .,transport world, but
transit,
but
transit
service
is
by Ronald D. Weslow
or -other characteristics.
Mawr, say from California and
more on that another . time.
The Student Senate has
Finally, no goals have been far below what it could be. It
Lincoln to the Jefferson Park
Suffice it to say, -a boycott
is
quite
likely
the
only
reasons
proposed a boycott of CT A set, no guidelines established
Terminal. Transit riding must
services unless demands for a enabling formation of a com- for not - driving a car to _ wo~ld hurt t~e very agency
be encouraged • not discourwhich needs our help. Keeping
Northeastern
is
not
having
lower fare are met. While there preh.ensive transportation poliag!!d
with a boycott. Oh, and,
fares
at
unrealistically
low
is validity to promoting transit cy for Northeastern . should access to one. The premise of
how about replacing the badly
levels only leads to deteriora•
saving
$3Q
or
$60
a
year
(from
usage among students, the private or public transportaoutdated 12 year old CT A may
tion of service and ev'en higher
methods · used and actions tion be encouraged, and how. a new lower fare) as an
on the ride board.
fares in long run. More
inducement
to
switch
from
suggested are both inappro- Assume that the Senate' s
priate and' ineffective. The real noble motive in all this is the driving to riding, is ludicrous
problems in this situation have encouragement of mass transit . when one considers an auto is
been totally ignored. This is a in an age of rising gas prices, purchased not just .for driving
classic case of the (rail) road to energy shortages, and ecologi- to school or social events, but i
•
hades being paved with good cal awareness . 1f so, the used for a multiplicity of
purposes.
The
CT
A
i~
relegatintentions. ·
proposed boycott is ignorant
An inquiry might be made and massive hypocrisy. Con- ed to standby status unless
as to why lower fares are sider t he implications: With- the person is Loop-bourid. As
demanded at this particular out any input from CTA riders for financial incentive, the
'
To My "Good Friend"
time. For over six years the or management, the assuinp- fixed costs including insurance
The day we met, I knew you were
CTA fare was stable at 45c. tions are made that (I) Fares and depreciation, aecline if
work
(school)
related
trips
are
So~eone special.
Now, nearly half a year after are too high (and implicitly
made
on
transit,
but
the
driver
Your
sparkling eyes and kind heart
the ne)V fare, considerable some_one is making money); (2)
Consoled me.
indignation is expressed over Price is the only consideration usually only figures out-ofYou talked,
an eleven percent far.e increase, in the drive/ ride decision; (3) pocket costs. The higher level
of
service
provided
by
the
auto
And I listened.
or on a average of less than Ridership will increase appreciis
thought
to
compensate
for
But
you didn't see why I listened,
two percent for the preceding ably if fares are lowered, and
My heart cried for your love.
year. The additional cost · (4) A boycott will have results the vastly increased expendiAnd when I spoke, ·they were but words
entailed to a student · from because it hits the CTA where tures as compared to transit.
Upon a distant heart,
Since
the
CT
A
's
precarious
September through April (32 it hurts • in the farebox.
A
heart which loved another.
financial
condition
is
made
w:eeks) is $16.00 a year. In
Ex'amining each of these
Day_after day, I tell myself to
worse
by
declining
ridership,
a
v~ew of the severe financial fallacious arguments in turn,
Stop hoping, but,
distress thr~st UJ:>on ~he noticeable · is much kneejerk boycott would merely ·aggraNight a:fter night, hop~s lies within
vate
the
situation
in
a
twofold
handful of riders, mcludmg reaction but little rational
my dreams;
·
myself, one wonders why the action. The cost of riding the· way. Not only would revenue
Though dreams are for the night and
be
lost
during
the
boycott,
but
Senate waited so long after the CTA has declined relative to
not the day. '
September 5, 1976 increase.
both automotive expenses and as a result of finding alternaReality arrives at daybreak.
tive
means
of
transportation,
Propo~al of a boycott via a the rate of inflation. Further,
I will never know· what it is like
the boycott would produce new
t~reatenmg letter to the CTA althougH : this was the first
to hold you,
travel
patterns
with
even
less
without having undertaken increase;in six years, the costs
To feel your warm embrace.
aependence
on
the
CT
A.
Thus
any research at all on the of labor ·and to a lesser extent
For your eyes will only shine for her,
s~bject, raises enough ques- fuel, has: soared. Losses. have revenue and ridership would be
And she will be the one
permanently
lost
and
the
effort
tions regarding the Senate's growri·,:since · 1~70 and the
with whom you will share
to . promote further use of
capacity_ !or ration_al thought. subsidy-per-ride; through tax
your life,
transit
would
suffer
another
The fam1har scenan<? at UNI is money in the form of RTA
your aspirations,
setback. Incidentally, how do
repeated relating to business grants has consequently inyour love,
•
the
Senators
get
here?
and economic matters : An creased. The proposed RTA
your soul.
· The issue must 1be seen in an
"us-versus-they" mentality six county gasolin~ tax is
Our lips will never meet,
informed
and
realistic
manner.
lacking any justifi~ation for its necessitated by these spiraling
For if they met,
To date, there has been no
supposed promotion of "the losses. And speaking of taxes
We would lose
recognition
of
the
facts
that
people_'s " interests. No in- how about the unfair transpor'.
Our " beautifur friendship."
the CT A is losing millions of
format10n has been disclosed tation fee which all students
So to you,
dollars
(
160
Million
approxion_ the number of student must pay yet no funds from ·
My "Good Friend,"
matley this year) and any new
dr~v~rs or CTA riders, their which have ever been expendI wish' you the peace and happiness
services
and
/
or
lower
fares
. ongms and destinations, and ed on any transit improveMy heart will never see,
must be paid for ~ut of public
~ost imJ?ortantl~, the factor~ ments. Jf anything, the fare is
All
the joys life has to offer;
tax funds. If the Senate wants
mfluencmg their choice of mor~ than fair. Also, price is
Because
with you,
transport mode, future trends, but one determinant in decid- · lower fares, "the people'!_ will
I will never be.

' conservative co~men1ary'

~he other Side

•
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picture·poll

' 1·

- hy Cindv Ua~erty

We are all teachers and
We are all students
An eternal continuous cycle.
·
Be he wise who says h~ knows nothing,
And be he absurd who knows all·
Eternity will be and is for us all'
the same.
red

What is the one food you could not live without?

Jim Gross-Libra
Freshman-Biology:
Turkey, brick cheese, mayonaise, and tomato sandwJch
on a hard roll.

Lucy Petrone-Saggitanus
Sophomore-Spanish:
Bazooka Bubble Gum.

Robert Janke-Pisces
Junior-History:
Artichoke hearts.

Linda Fields-Aquarius
,Freshman-Physical Education:
Bread.

Sean Costello-Capricom
Senior-Biology:
lcffcream.

1
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\. announceme~
LIFE SPAN PLANNING: A SIX WEEK SERIES TO HELP
YOU SET LIFE GOALS.
FOR WOMEN: Monday, Feb. 7-Mar. 14, Rm. S-364, 7:30-9:30
Monday, Feb. 7-Mar. 14, Rm. S-317, 3:00-4:30
Saturday, Feb. 12-Mar. 19, Rogers Park, 10
a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
FOR DIVORCED WOMEN: Monday, Feb. 7 - Mar. 14, Des
Plaines, 7:30-9:00.
·
·
FOR MEN: Tuesday, Feb. 5 - Mar. 22, Rm. S-301, 7:30-9:00.
Registration and information: X 322.

SlTUDE NT ,gEN.· T~ MEETING for the month of Februarv
wm be held on the 7th and 21st. Meetings are at 1: 00 p.m. i~
room CC217.
LUNCH. DINNER & LA TE SNACKS

ELECTIONS for the position of. STUDENT SENATOR will be
held on the 22nd and 23rd of February. Twelve positions are to be
filled. Petitions can be picked up in the Student Government
Office, room E212.
·

PIZZA IN THE PAN
Cocktails
Char-broiled Gulliburgers
Ribs • Chi c~n • Steaks

CHARTER REVIEW BOARD MEETS every Thursday at
1 :00 p.m. in room E214.
STUDENT FEES AND ALLOCATIONS MEETS every
Tuesday at 1 :00 p.m. in room E214.

· RESTAURANT & PUB 8808MILWAUKEE AVE .
Phone 298-2100
(corner Milwaukee & Dem pater}
2727 W. Howard SI, 338-2166

PARKING APPEALS BOARD MEETS every Tuesday at
10:00 a.m. in room E049.
•

-

-

VA CANCY There,is oile student vacancy on the Student Fees
and . Allocations Committee, This vacancy is filled by
appomtment by the Senate. Information is available in your
Student Government Office, room E212.
,
•
_

WDH

The Political Science Club announces that all students
interested in participating in the National Model United Nations
Program to pe held in New York City in April are asked to fill out •
There will be A _SKI TRIP to Indianhead (Ironwood, MI)" the
an application in the Political Science Department Room 2077 in
weekend
of Feb;, 1,1-13. Sponsored by the Outdoor Recreation
Classroom Building. This year's teams will represent ·Israel and
Committee.
Further information is available from Janet Junior in
Columbia. Participation is open to all Northeastern students and
the Student Senate Office.
those selected for the teams will receive transportation to and
from New York, accommodations and a meal allowance. WOMENS SOFTBALL: All women interested in trying out
~or th~ Womens Intercollegiate Softball team shoµld sign up
PIZZA for 25c a slice is availabl~ from 1 - 2· on Thursdays on immediately with Betty Meyer, Softball Co.ach, in the Gym office.
the first floor of the Newman Center, 5450 N. Kimball. We play 12" ,fast pitch game. Previous experience is not
neces~ary .. We s~pply equipment and training. Conditioning and _
COFFEEHOUSE Friday, February 11 at 8 p.m. in the practice will begm late February; games are played in April and
basement of the Newman Center, 5450 N. Kimball. Admission is May. A free medical examination is being scheduled and is
$1.00 and tickets are available in advance or at the door. PAUL required before taking part in team workouts.
,
HERBERT will entertain. .
THE OFFICE OF WOME~ SERVICES is collecting
MEMBERSHIP DINNER, Friday, February at 7 p.m.
All .children's and adult's .clothing as well as small toys in good
condition for free distrJbution. Please drop by with your offerings
Newman members get a -free dinner at the Center, 5450 N. to the B wing, room 114.
•.
Kimball, R.S.V.P. 583-6109.
.

iaI:\rrs

5607 North Kimball
Chicago, Ill. 267-6676

HOT DOGS. CHEESE DOGS, CHILI
DOGS, CORN DOGS, HAMBURGERS,
CHEESE BURGERS, GYRO BURGERS,
BARBEOUE & ITALIAN BEEF,
POLISH & iTALIAN SAUSAGE,
CHILI, TACOS, BURITTOS,
TAMALES, PIZZA STEAK. FRIES ,
MUSHROOMS , CHICKEN , SHRIMPS,
SHAKES: ICE CREAM

We serve pizza tool
UNI SPECIAL
10% Discount on Purphases
-v.,ith l::JNI 1.0. Card

.

Kibbutz - A Different Path Film and discussion led by Zeev
Zivan, -Shaliach to HaShachar Youth Movement and member of
Kibbutz.
'
Find out about the structure, goals and future of this
communal lifestyle in Israei. Wednesday, February 9, 12 noon 2 p.m. Room 219, CC.
Sponsored by Students for Israel
Opportunities in the Education Field/Alternatives
to the.
I
Education Field - Job counselor will discuss job opportunities in
~ucation-related fields. Thursday, February 10 ·- 1 p.m. Room
219, cc.
.
Sponsored by Kial Yisroel

WOMEN RETURNING TO SCHOOL RAP SESSION On Thursday, February · 10 at 1 p.m. the Returning Women Club
(formerly Renaissance) will meet to discuss the needs, problems
and goals of returning women: Come help plan how We ·cnn help
each ·o ther! We will meet in the Women's St udies Resource
Center, Room 0011 of the Classroom Building. For further
information contact Ellen Dauber, Ext. 375.
·
German Ciub FASCHING PARTY. Fasching Time is here and
we're celebrating it according to German custom. Admission with
costume only. Sat. Feb. 19 at 8:00 p.ni. For further details and
reservations come to the meeting Feb. 8 or Feb. 15, 1 :00 in 2-020.
SKI!!! Join the G.erman Club Mon. Feb 14. We'll drive
t.9gether to Alpine Valley early that morning. Come · to 2-020
· Tues. Feb. 8 to make arrangements. Approximate cost $20.00 if
renting equipment.
JIMI HENDRIX will be in the UNI Aud. Tues. nite at 7:30
Tickets are Free with UNI I.D. and $2 . without. This epic
documentary featuring interviews of such people as Eric_Clapton
and Peter Townsend combined with the music of Jimi"Hendrix is
brought to you by Roll-em Productions.
MALCOM X a remarkable film baseci on the best selling
autobiography written with the assi,tance of -Alex Haley, will be
shown Wed. at noon in the Unicorn. A CCAB UNICORN Filin is
FREE to all.
FREYA HANSELL will build an environmental sculpture
Thurs. Feb. 10 from 11 to 4 in Village Square. She will also
c01_1duct a lecture aild student ·workshops. "ijer work is dynamic
and experimental." This free event is brought-to you by CCAB
ClassicaJIArt Series.
,
·

GOVERNMENT CAREER INFORMATION DAY will be
held on Tuesday, February 15, sponsored by Career· Services.
Fifty to fifty-five federal , state and local governmental agencies
will be on campus providing career information to students,
prospective; _graduates , and alumni . Among the many
representatives present will be one man to speak to handicapped
college graduates about procedures for appl:v.m_i for employment
with the federal government. The event will 'ti&€ place 'in Alumni
Hall from 9-4: 00, and ·everyone is urged to attend.

. : :· • --~ zz·zzi l
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*
~-: Hollywood Bed 49.95 :
Jt- Twin Matt & Box
: Full Matt & Box
._ Sofa Bed
Jt- Folding Cot
Pillows

f

54,00 Jt59.00
94.95 ·Jt49.95 :
1.90

*

*
¢ American· :
: Sleep Sh-op :

l·

l
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BLOOif DONAR .CARDS AVAILABLE IN HEALTH
4635-N. Kedzie
SERVICE : Will the following Pll!)P_le please pick up their BLOOD
:
267-2870
ltDONAR CARDS I N Health Service: Judith M. Agnew, Deanie
.
A B erbbreiter, Lionel R. Berntson, Renee D. Bitoun, John W.
Brichetto, Elizabeth A. Brown, Jay R. Brubaker, Sandy Lee
Bump, Caryn Chemers, Merilee S. Christensen, Timothy M. • - - - - - - - - - •
Cooga~, James M. Doyle, J im R. Draths, D_a ve Dziagwa, Betty
SPECIAL
f
E ckstem, Arlene M. Engert, Mary Jo Fanelli, Pamela Friedman,
Paul _S. Frizane, Maureen A. Garrity, William J . Glassberg,
STUD~NT RATES i
Linda . M. Godzicki, Tony Gruba, Terese Halplin, Linda S.
1
·
Hodshire, Jean M. Holda, David D. Holodaj{, Thomas P .
~
Jennings, Kathy Kasser, Ellen Korkoris, ·Georgene L. Kupinski,
Linda V. Leake, Jack Zamstein, Jean Leech, Michael R. Luth,
M,,,--.~
...
-N•-•Robert A. Maas, Antonios Mallis, Carol J. Martys, Kevin .
McDonald, Thomas P. McHugh, Marianne Michalek, Patricia
8 DAYS_ 7 NIGHTS i
Murzyn, Pat J. Musker, Tom S. Obyrne, Jan L. Ostromencki, .
Pam A. Owens: Brian ~enny, Marita L. Perlman, John_D. Pirog,
Irene RetelskyJ, Delons _B. Roberts, Cecily A. Rolarid, Peter M.
Russel, Edward M. Schalek, William P. Scott, Gail Seidman,
. (Spring Break)
Gayle Small, Kathy M. Spring Hom, Karen S. Stoltzner, Robert
.
Tucker, Cindy A. Tworek, Edward F. Veth, Andreas. Wilk, T~m
Program Includes:
. Wise, Cheryl M. Wood, Ed W. Wyman.
·

.................. .......................
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• Round trip jet air
transportation.

Carnations for Valentines Day: Do you have a secret admirer?
Do you like surprises? Surprise your sweetheart with a Valentine.
Day c,pnation. You can tiuy them at the Village Square, Feb. 14.
ALL DAY

• Complimentary meal
& beverages while aloft

THE SPANISH CLUB INVITES YOU TO SEE THE
OUTSTANDING NfW SPANISH LANGUAGE FILM
[English subtitlea] "EL OTRO FRANCISCO" on Feb. 8 in room .
CC 217. Three performances will be given? 10:00 a.m. 1:00 p.m.
and 7:00 p.m. The film is a dramatic account of the inhumanity of
black slavery in Cuba d ~ 'the 19th century. The first part,
ha~ on a _famous Cuban anti-slavery novel, tells the essentially
se~timental story of two slaves, Doro_tea and Francisco, and their i
mistreatment by a cruel master. Tne second part examines the .
political background of the original novel and analyzes the social
and economic forces responsible for slavery. IF YOU LIKED
·ROOTS - YOU'LL LOVE EL OTRO FRANCISCO.

I
I

I
I

• Round trip airport ·

transfer in Hawaii.
• First Class -hotel ac- ·
comodations at the
Imperial Ho(el.

I

• Traditional Aloha lei
greeting upon arrival.

I

• Tips & taxes for the
above package.

THE OUTDOOR RECREATION CLUB invites the student
body to attend and participate in their activities. We have a
meeting at 1 pm. e,very Tuesday in rooiii 2:109. Hope to see you
there. -

CCAP CONCERTS conducts meetings every Tues. at 12
o'clock at the CCAB office E205 (ext. 505) unless otherwise
planned. ,

There are five positions available for students ~n the Search
and Screen Committee for Vice-President for Student Affairs.
Interested students should come to the Student Government .-.~
office or come to Monda)!'s Senate f!leeting.

Prlet Ptr Ptr111
Oily

t

i
i

.
I
*398

CCAB FILM SERIES, consisting of Roll-em Productions
Unicorn Films, and the Creative Television Association, will
conduct a meeting Thurs. Feb. 10 check with CCAB at E205 ext.
505 for the proper time and . place.
'

I
i

I

For more .info call
Jerry Pringe

........-.724-9155
...-..~.........-.......
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656 West Barry
association .
M . Townsend (costume design
The perfor~ers are as follows:
with the Second Unitarian
and construction), Barbara Jo
Elliot Abman, Ruth Bates,
Ferson (lighting technician),
Church where the theatre is
Russ Cady , Kathy Foszcz,
Ron Sivils '(sound) and Dan
housed. Ticket prices for this
· Miguel Garcia, Kate Gianaris,
Pearson (publicity •and related · production are $2.50 on Friday
Annette Hankin, Betsey Katz,
and Sunday evenings and
information).
Michael Lindenmayer, Alan
. For this play original music $3.50 on Saturday night.
Majeski, Jack McCarthy, Barpen warmed-up in Hell ." The
will be composed and arranged
CAP A vouchers are welcome
ry Petrie, Lou Pattica, Larry
production, however, is not a
and encouraged. All performby a member of the UNI
Scruggs, Shabazz, Patti Shore,
bleak, unsavory glance at the
ances start at 8:30 on Friday
Jim Simonois, Pamela Thomp- Music department , Howard
, plight of mankind. Both the
son, Tim Tracey, Linda Wagon · Sandroff. The area of moveand Saturday e.venings but
director of this production,
and Cindy Zakrzewski .
ment- and dance that is called 'begin one hour earlier, at 7:30,
Richard Hesler, also a member
on Sunday night. For reservaTo control this cast of
for in thi:, script will be
of the teaching ,. staff of
twenty-two which includes five
tions call 271-3119.
handled by graduate student
Northeastern, and the· playand choreo_grapher, Lynda . This is an opportunity to
active UNI students and three
wright agree there is hope for
support the work of NorthMartha; Others involved in the
alumni is another current
the human condition. .
eastern students, alumni and
student, Jim Schipp. He will
production will be Lauren
Bates' work has been featur·
faculty in a theatrical underWarren who will provide the
ed in numerous theatres in the . not only act as stage manager
but · also act as a member of
special effects and Donna . taking outside the university.
Chicago area for well over ten
While current difficulties
Grabos who will also work on
years. BLESS US GENTLY, - the company. Behind the
plague the Speech and Persound.
scene~ are the theatre techniSAT AN is his latest work to
cians. Durward Redd, director , BLESS US GENTLY, SA- . forming Arts Department,
be produced. Two of his pllays
BLESS US GENTLY, SATAN premieres on Friday the
of theater at Northeastern, will
KIDS ' GAMES and EAST
TAN, however, is more than a
eighteeneth of February at
design and construct the
LIBERTY, PA. were recently
cause to be rallied around, it is
8:30 p.m. This evening is the
complicate9 set. Other Northproduced successfully for audan intriguing evening of live
start of a five weekend run at
eastern students involved in
iences in _ ew York. EA~T
theatre.
the Barry Street Loft Theatre,
LIBERTY, PA. also partici- · the production include Andrea
pated in the University of
Michigan Invitational Experimental Theatre Festival.
In the last i~sue of the Print, January 28, on page 7, the
The cast for this play
story
. by Pamela DeLaPena was only partially printed. It is
features some current UNI
printed in this issue in its entirety, an apology is made to Pamela,
· students as well as alumni in
both cast and crew positions.
and regrets for any embarassment.

Bates success£ul
with Twain a·d aptation
. by Dan Pearson
While the Little Theatre
remains a darkened stage some
Northeastern students have
found an outlet for their
theatrical energies. That outlet
is a new play now being staged
at the Barry Street Loft
Theatre., BLESS US GENT·
LY, SAT AN is a complex,
complicated work that will
prove a challenge to the
director and cast as well as to
~he audience. Allan Bates, an
instructor at :UNI and _the
author of this ~daptation of
the Mark Twain short story,
"The Mysterious Stranger"
has created a world somewhere
in the past where angels walk
freely among a fearful and
confused pupulace.
'l'he short story on which
this play was based was
written by Twain in his later
bitter years and as such
reflects the cynicism and rage
of the man who wrote with "a

Psych -st1:tdents
meet their
Council candidates
( by Pamela De La Pena
On Tuesday, January · 18,
1977, was our opportunity to
meet the candidates for Student Representa tion to the
Psychology Department Faculty Council, and to the
Departmental Student Affairs
Committee. Donna Errera,
James Unnerstall , and Margs1ret Verges are seeking the
responsibility of representing
J lS , by voicing our educational
needs through participation in
the Faculty Council. while
Daniel Dean is seeking the
position of student representative to the Departmental
Student Affairs Committee.
Unfortunately, (as it has
been in the past at many of the
meetings) , representation of
the student body as a whole
was minimal. To t he core
group of concerned students
who came, your questions,
ideas, and participation was
fully appreciated! To those of ·
you who couldn't show, you
will have the same opportunity
to meet the candidates by
contacting them before the
election, or after the election
contact the el_e cted -representati ves through the friendly
Psychology Department Office.
Mail-in ballots which have
been · sent to all Psychology
majors, must be returned to
'fl
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the Student Repres·entative
Committee by February 2. If
you haven't reqih:ed a mail-in
ballot, they caw ' e· picked up
at the Psychology Office.
·· Each of the candidates ,has
made the generous promise to
be available to you, to listen to
you educational needs and
concerns within the depart·
rrient, and to voice those needs
at faculty meetings. They need
input!
Although Psychology majors have had the opportunity ·
to become actively involved in
departmental affairs, it is only
recently that a small group of
concerned and assertive students are taking advantage of
student representation and
saying, "We need changes in
our Psychology Department
and we're . going to do something about it." (In (act, the
candidates hotly defended
their positions, while the tone
of political rivalry ensued!)
Each candidate has suggested
expansio~ of programs in
certain areas; Margaret Vergas has suggested changes in
our sketchy Humanities program, so that it might lead to
something. James Unnerstal
has reinforced the concern and
interest of Ors. Dolezal, Pizzi,
and Loos, in developing an
Experimental Lab Program.
Daniel Dean and Donna Errera

PIZZA
25~ a slice

Every Thursday from 1-2PM
Newman Center
5450 N. Kimball

Ann F. Holda
Associate Editor, PRINT
stressed the importance of
Student . representation . and
adequate communication networks between instructors,
students, and officers of the
Committees.
·
In all cases, we ·as students
of Psychology are at the brink
of taking advantage of the

••
••
•

••

••
••
•

opportunity to become actively
involved in the development of
departmental standards and
curricula to meet our educational and professional needs.
We have concerned students
who will work for us, who will
represent us , and who are
motivated to find solutions to

the problems that face our
department and our future. Be
involved. Begin, by sending in
the ballots. Continue, by
coming to meetings, expressing your educational needs and
sharing your ideas.

••

DEEP DISH PAN PIZZA
SANDWICHES OMLETTES
Entertainment Nightly

••

••
••
•
•-

Monday & Tuesday - Amateur Nights
Wed. thru Sun. - Hear the Mighty
Barton Pipe Organ

And .... .
Sally's Dollies perform nightly!
-·
·-·---·- ·
,
---·
·--,.
- - -.,
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•
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Goodman outstanding
.

•
Ill

by Ann F. Holda
Continuos applause and
numerous standing ovations
was the response given to
Steve Goodman and Friends
when tQeY appeared here at
UNI on Thursday, January 27.
Goodman and his band played
for almost two and a half years
to a nearly filled auditorium.
Opening the show was local
singer-guitarist, Dave Rudolf,
who played fot the first hour:
Rudolf was well received with
his folk songs ranging fr9m
serious to humorous.
After an intermission, Steve
Goodman appeared and played
a song entitled '"Daley's
Gone," a song dedicated to the
late mayor, and his past
activities. The audience responded with applause and
were led into participation. He
then playe_d a variety of songs
including " Bananna Re.public ," " Chicken Cordon
Bleu, " and the "Dutchman."
The rest of t he "Friends"
then came on stage, including
two brass players, a mandolin
player, two vocalists, two
guitarists, one percussionist,
and one drummer who joined
in "Goodbye American, How
are You, " which, followed by
''Tdssin and Turnin,'' and

UNI show "Mama Don't like no Guitar
playing in here ... ," received a
standing ovation.
Everyone • in the audience
seemed to be caught up in the
special atmosphere which
Steve Goodman is known for
giving to live performances.
After "I can't stop Lovin ·
You," there was another
standing ovation. The group
then played one more song,
and attempted to leave the
stage, but were once more
brought back by the audience,
who were applauding and
calling for more.
Goodman and "Friends"
came back once more and
played "Lincoln Park Pirates,"
a song which tells about the
s ubversive a ctivities of a
certain towing c~mpany. After
t hey finished "Johnny Be
Good," t he crowd rose once
last time for the fourth
standing ovation, and Goodman returned once more by
himself. He played a new tune,
"Whistler's Mother In Law,"
concluding with a " thanks
very much" followed by applause from an obviously well
satisfied UNI audience.
.Steve Goodman began playing the guitar in his early teen
years, · and has been in the

business for · ten years. He
attended the Old Town School
of Fold Music for. 3-4 weeks
when he was fifteen. Describing his entrance into the music
ousiness he said, "I sort of fell
into it, I screwed up everything else I ever tried to do
and I ended up doing this."
His influence in country folk
music came from the radio and
listening especially to Hank
Williams, and Jimmie Rogers.
He considers Chicago a great
place to absorb all kinds of
music, including southern rimsic, blues, and jazz. Feeling
fortunate about his success in
the Chicago area, he thinks
that in the last couple of years,
things have opened up for him.
In talking a·bou t · his inspirations for songs he replied
"They come from different
places, some of them are more
journalistic than· others, I see
something or I" hear something
so I write about it, some are
more internal."
Although he did not have a
. musical education, he does feel
that once you get to a certain
point you may need one. If you
are entering into the music
business he said, "if you have
music in you and you have
respect for it, have good ears,

\

and listen to other musicians,
is the best way to go about it."
Steve Goodman and Friends
are presently touring only in
Illinois. Perhaps- after the
spring, whe;n he hopes to be
working on a new album, other
plans may be made.
When Steve Goodman goes
on stage he feels , "a profes-

,I ~

TEST PREPARATION FOR
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sional responsibility to do the
best job I can, for me too,- I
really like to play an~ sing,
who wants to go out t here and
stiff, not me." Well, Goodman
certainly proved that at the
concert, he certainly was not
stiff, and neither was the
audience in their response.

..-.

..............................................................................................................
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Poli Sci field experience
offered for -Spring
ting agencies. In addition to
While most courses at
the three hours credit, successNortheastern relate to some
ful
completion of the field
aspect of life outside t he
experience
course will result · in
university, an exceptional oppor tu nity for education is the student receiving a certifioffered by the Political Science cate of completion letter from
Department in t he Spring and the Political Science DepartSummer terms. The Field ment Chairman. This letter
Experience Proseminar in Poli- can be used as an aid when
tical Science (PSCI 321A & B) seeking employment aft;r colprovides on the job work lege.
In addition to the Field
experience to a selected group
Enterprises proseminar course
of Northeastern students.
Past participants in the there are a limited number of
Field Experience Proseminar opportunities available for Polhave worked in Congressional itical Science internships in
District Offices, legal assitance both Springfield and Washingfacilities and various govern- ton. Participants in these
mental commissions. Students programs actually live at the
in related programs have \ location and work on the staff
received internships in govern- of a government agency.
mental offices in Springfield Credit for up to a semester of
classroom work is available.
and Washington, D.C.
Students
in 'the internship
The essential difference between the Field Experience program meet with others in
course and most college cour- similar programs once a week
ses is the importance placed on to discuss the week's activiactual experience over theory ties.
Although previous political
and the ·opportunity to acquire
rela ted 'skills. Participants · science credit is not required
work two afternoons a week in for the field research course or
a selected government office off-campus internship, an inand meet in a seminar once terview is m andatory for
every two w9eks to exchange acceptance in either program.
experiences · and explore ap0 Students should plan well in
p roaches to problems they advance to be sure of particiencounter on the job. The pation . in these programs.
actual determination of the Interested students should
work assignment l1?cation will contact Dr. Edris Frederick,
be decid~d by the student, the Chairman of the Political
instructor and the agency prior Science Department, at extento registration, if possible·, and sion 8161 or at the departbased upon available participa- mental offices 1-077 - 1-080 in
the Classroo~ Building.

Steve Goodman and Friends [Photo by Ann F. Holda]
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Seminar studies· problems of
women continuing education
time for their own education
by Nancy Burton
On Tuesday, February, 1, • often , made them feel - guilty
the Women's Studies Program that they. were taking somepresented "The Woman Re- thing from- their families. " You
turning .To S chool. " Jan should be on call 24 hours a
Behnk e , sociology a nd wo- . day for your family " was the
men ' s studies student, and feeling, however unreasonable
Dorothy May, of the psychol- a demand that may be.
The women have returned
ogy depa rtmen t , discus s ed
their research on women in for many reasons; the t wo
t heir middle and older years most mentioned were going
back to further career goals .
who return t_o school.
Behnke's research was based (more than 50% ) and going
on 100 qrs completed at 10 back for s elf-fulfillment bedifferent colleges in the Chi- cause their children were in
cago area. May's research was school or grown. The women
based on 69 qrs. completed by i;nentioned get t ing support
. women in t he undergraduate from their families and / or
programs . Their research other women as very imporcovered a wide range from how tant.
and where people learn, how
When asked, most women
t hey adapt to student· life, to said that the women's moverole models, and questions on ment has no appreciable effect
the a ffect of the women ' s on . their returning, but both
Behnke and May felt that t he
movement.
The woman retu rning t o at titudinal changes caused by
school fa ces pressures the . t he women's movement had
average studen t does not . affected t he social and cultural
Most of those returning has environment whether this
seen themselves primarily as change was perceived or not.
homemakers and returning to· Some women felt t hat once in
school presented them with- a school t hey had become more
role and ident ity crisis. Seeing open to and in a few cases part
t hemselves as s tudents con- of t he movement . Many woflicted with seeing themselves men expressed a regret that
l:!S h'om em a kers and taking t hey had not had more diverse

A s trologist Marcella RubleRook visited UNI last Tuesday to give individual astrology readings to passing students and deliver her lecture
"Astrology: A Cosmic Science
for Self-Understanding." Her
appearance was ~ part of
CCAB 's Roving Artists Series.
, [Photo by Cindy Hagerty]

I

tran s ferring which com ing
and assertive role models
available to them when they . right a t the beginning of t heir
a ttempt to return was very
were young .
discouraging.
Some p roblems fou nd in
Side discussions included
returning to school were:
role models and male identities
1 ) Lack of counselling gearand fathering.
ed to the returning woman.
An announcement was made
2) Lack of transition mechanism such as Oakton's (Oak- that Renaissance, the Ret urnton h~s an entrance mechan- ing Woman's Club, would •hold
ism t hat channels returning its next meeting Thursday,
women into certain classes Feb. 10, at 1 p.m. in 0041 in
that aid the ac,l.justment of t he Cla ssr oom B ldg . T h e
pu rpose of t h e club is t o
returning to school ). 3) Some women had college provide support and informalevel credits that they lost in tion for women ret~rning to

school.
This seminar was t he second
in the series sponsored by the
Women ' s S t udies Program
(Blanche Hersh, Coordinator).
The next seminar, "Women
and t he Church" will be a
discussion of the movement by
women t o achieve equality for
women wi thin t he v a rious
faiths. It will be held Tuesday,
February 15, at 1 p.m. in Rm.
216 of the Commuter Center.
Women and men are cordially
invited. ·

'There IS a d ifference!!! i,' ']
,
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We're Jooking for a responsible career
oriented woman.

NANOFAST, INC. has an . immediate opening for a
capable woman for general office and typing.
~ponsibilities include typing proposals, sales letters,
new literature, etc., in addition ·to receiving inco~g
phone calls and some help in purchasing, et-c.
NAN OFAST makes a variety of sophisticated electronic
equipment including some of the most advanced digital
and analog equipme,!lt . available. NANOFAST products
are usecl by NASA and the Air Force ,for satalite and
space shutt le work, by the Energy . Research and
DevelopmJ!nt Administration for laser fusion work, by
co~panies in the _energy field for investigating for new
sources of energy, etc. The requirement s of the position
include typing 50 wpm [or more], a willingness to
assum-e responsibility, and an interest in a variety of
work.

NAN OFAST.-INc:
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416 W. Erie, Chicago, Illinois
For further Information please call ·337.771 s.
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Immediate Earnings
Send $1.00 To:

Boston.Mass. 02110

GMAT • GRE • OCAT

CPAT • VAT • SAT
Ou r bro ad r ange of p rogr-ams provides an umbrella o f testing know -ho w that enables us to offe r the best p repa ra tion
ava i l able , no ma tt er which course is take n. Ove r 38 years
of experience and success . Small classes . Volu mi nous
home study materials. Co urs es that are ·co nstant ly updated . Perma nent cente rs o pe n d ays & weekends all year .
Com p lete tape facilities fo r rev iew of cl ass lessons and for
use of suppleme ntary mate rials. Make-ups for missed !es- •
sons at our .centers .

ASK ABOUT OUR
COMPACT COURSES
2050 W. Devon
-~~ ~
_ch ,cago, Il l. 60645( , a,ap
N.
(312)' 764-5151
"
"
EDUCAT IONA L CENTER
• Ou tsid e NY State Onlv
CA LL TOLL FR EE

800-221 -9840

·
.
TE S T PREP ARA TIO N
5P£ (1 A LI ST S 5 1N( E 1q3 r,

Ce nte; s in Ma jor IJ .S. Cities

Dear Mother Afrika,
A letter to let you know the seeds s_natched from your wound
has nutured themselves and born fruit. The fruit is sweet
Mother Afrika, anci you will be glad to know that the fruit also
looks a lot like yours~lf.
Like you Mother Afrika our fruit is strong and will bear sturdy
plants. For us, February at UNI is the month of harvest. It has
been a good crop , Mother: We wi_ll dance. We will sing. We will
feast. We know that you cannot be with us on our week of ·
celebration (February 7.:10th) but you will alway_s be with us,
just as we a're with you as one inseparable body. It is our joy
to tell you Mother Afrika, th.a t our-.J11ind, body and spirit live o n
in your glory.
Your Loving Children

P.S. No tice to the Northeastern Illi nois University, America 's
Fruit w ith Afrikan Roots w ill celebrate t hemselves Febru ary
7-10th 1977.
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Donna;
up in my plane ;
flying through the air;
I looked towards the ground;
and saw you standing there;
,.
I was going to make a pass;
but that wouldn't be quite fair
because after all I really just don't
care.
An aquaintance

lree clclssilieds
reward
Reward: $10.00 for my purse
was stolen on Tuesday, February
1. Tan with white stitching.
Return and no questions asked.
Please take it to the Records
Office.
Thanks
Heidi Hoffer

wanted
WANTED: position as live-in
companion; available afternoons,
evenings and weekends. call:
Susan at 448-4486, in evenings.

------ -:;;,---------

WANTED: Front end or misc.
related parts for 71 or 73
CAMARO . - Call Dave at :
763-4524.

personals
FOR SALE: 73 VEGA G
hatchback, coppertone, 4 spd, AC
tinted wind. , AM/FM, clist, int fo
mags, posi, new radials & brakes,
runs good, 40,000 mi, $895. or
better offer, call 583-4050 Ext. 501
bet. 10 & 4 - Duke.

rI ----I

----- ·
(

Useless SEVEN plus horrendous
ONE equals minus THREE.

------------

FOR SALE: 1974 Green Pinto
$1800.00 Excellent condition, low
mileage, Inc. 2 sno w tires.
966-4738 after 5 p.m. Weekends all
day.
... -

Dear Descant··
I hope you're convinced M.J.
that I'm no longer a threat to him.
I wish you both much happiness.
Bass

_____________

Wanted: female roommate I am
currently renting an apt in the
vicinity and need to share .
FOR SALE: 1972 GT-6 Triexpenses. Call Emily for more info. umph. Excellent mechanical and
at 588-1153 after' 6:00 p.m. 5614 N. body condition $2200.00 Call Marc
Kimbal
256-0380 after 6 p.m.

. ·TYPIST
728-8430 I

FOR RENT: - SUBLET large 3 ½ room ( one bedroom)
apartment, one block from cam,PUS, March occupancy, rent
$170 .00/month. TELEPHONE
p88-7350 ANYTIME FOR APPOINTMENT.

Dear Olivia•· ·
YOU STILL
, TIFUL!!!!

ARE

BEAU-

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

"A C",a Fo, Speotato,JIIS ';

•
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The people at Warren Buick , 5701 North
Broadway, would like to wish fhe UNI
Golden Eagles the best of luck for a
Homecoming victory. And to celebrate,
Warren Buick is extending their special
student prices on both new and used cars.

Dear Soil Tiller:
As soon as the ground thaws
you can hitch up the plow. Until·
then we can exP.eriment in the
kitchen. Einstein flunked Chem
istry. (BOOM!)
Yogurt Maker

A Perry Mason you 're not a,
Renata
Ming,
I really do miss you. Almost
cannot wait for . school to erid.
Nights are so cold ...
Chucky

Adonis,
.
I ·am ~ly sorry for putting you
on the spot last week. I am glad
we were able to sit down and
seriously talk last Saturday. Hope
we can do it again\
Oh, by the way, you happen to
be a good loser"'~·• ,
Proserpine
Kris, .

I

MAGIC WOK•oPENING SOON
2918 N. Lincoln
549-6210 Open 7-3am

------------- ' -

Ma Cher Robyn S.
You get the boo~y prize.
Amour,
Adolphy and Eva.Jr.

The Great Baldo Pepper
Too bad we lost my notebook last
Monday. Being under the blanket
was worth it tho!
Love,
Lil Hons

•
•:•····················································
.. We Are o,,,,,;';,,~ Our llmH(' Til You
••
••
••• C»iNE$E THECHIIESE BUFFET
LUNCH $2.49 DINNER $4.25
•
• Luncll,· 11 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.
• Cocktails & Appetizers
2:30 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.
• Dlnner-5:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
hi-J - .........,i,.I f!riootal hliph!!

Terry:
· I told you I'd . write you a
personal.' When am I goil},g to hear
you sing?
Backgammon Hustler

,

Every day I look forward to the
feeling I have when you're near.
May it last forever. I love you!
Barbara
Dennis [Justice , Shaw],
I'm glad you met us for coffee
Tuesday.
pie
' n o
Brent,
At least we got to see what the
other campuses look like. Fm glad
your hrududu h~ld up.
Woody

-

Mushrooms,
Be nice I know only too well,
how it is.
Popcorn [too much]
Bird:
I am really glad that it is going
so great for you, hold on to- what
you have, you're so lucky.

______

....

------

Wea!jel
Young boys and old men. Whats
the difference they're all a like.
The Dumper
Ann, don't do it!!!!!!! Bob
Mary, Be A bay, Be E be, be eye
hickey by be oh bo hickey by oh be
you boo hickey by oh be you boo.
Lo_v e Bobby
Robin, Hi Where are you'? Bob

----------- - - - ~
Mary Kay, Mais ou Etes vous! Je
vous manque beaucoup. Pourquoi
n'allez vous pas a la Fran'ce,?
Robert
M.B.,
I know you like getting these,
but I'm running out of things. to
say.
Chucky
Judy,
You sure were busy last week.
Six personals, wow! I miss Y.P'U ,.
too. It seems as if we have already
had a very long winter (I cannot
wait for spring, work, no school,
etc . . )
With love,
ME
Pizza Eater
XX X to make up for last week!
Love, Charlie's Owner

§

§

:

:
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I '77 Speciai

WARRENTEED USED CARS

I

$4277 - 1 '68 SAAB 2-Dr.

I=

§

$750

==-----------------

§ IIll I Ill II 1111111111111111 HI 11111111111111111111 IIIII Ill II IIIIII I111111111111111 IIIII IE

E

11-'-7_1_O_p_e_l·____S_5_9_5_
$3895 = = '75 H·o nda
$695

i BRAND NEW

§

I '77 Opel

$2799

~ .- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

~

11

li1111111111111111111mn111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111E

'74 ·Pinto
$1195
'76 Vega GT $2295

~11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111-

A ll new and used cars are fully factory 'equvpped and guarenteed. Also, used ears
avai/,able with a96month warrentee.
,,
-•.,

·1

'

•

,_

I
---------·---------------------------WITH THIS
1
I

Ask for TEDY NADILE
orJIM OTTINGER.

Bobby,
So~ry for past attitudes, but try
and understand.
A.E.

:'11111111111111111111111011111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111,: EIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII:

~111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111~

For the best deals in town,,
come to W·arren Buick!

.

Anita, You are the second best
layout person I know. Thank you
for the help, we all must put up
with rough situations -;,_ometimes.
he he he he he HEEEE . Bob

§ - BRAND NEW

= '77 Skylark

5701 NorthBroadway
~ Chicago, Illinois
\;!!!_)
878-2200

Tom,
Make sure you read all 999
pages of that book! (you can skip
the rest. )
Shakespeare

UNI Ho111i10111ing $p11i1I
BRAND NEW

WAR-REN BUICK

TEDDI SOOO.
DON'T LET THAT SOUP GET
TOO COLD. ITS NICE TO SEE
YOU AGAIN .
YOUR OLD FRIEND
JOEY

I
I

1
1

I

COUPON
ONLY

FREE1977VehicleLicensePlatesandCity
Tax Sticker when you purchase any new
orusedcar.

I

WAR,RE:N·BUICK 5701 N. Broadway, Chicago
·.'
.
..

. 11

'

I
I

I

--------------------------------------
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Strutzo•·
Sell it and get a brand new
one!!!

DJSII
Holly A. Penguin,
I'll nominate you - really !
You'd make a great Pres. Just
remember, musicians play the
blues as well as a grandiose
fanfare, people really do sense the
difference but sometimes don't sayanything.
Judy (bass clarinet]

Canadian:
Canada is quite a distance but
Missouri is just around the corner.
Now that you have some free time,
we'll have to go.
1

LOVE ALWAYS,

.
---------------

Princess

HOTCAKES:
Of course I'm jealous; insanely!
I refuse to share -you and I can•t
help but go crazy when your
"girlfriends" call you to chit chat.
(I'm crazy about you.) But I have
something they don't ·and I'll wear
it ,always. You know I will. Thank
you.

Tarry•·
Y:ou're a very special, very
Your cupcake
beautiful person and i love youlike ·
I've loved no other! Ahhhhhhhhh!
TO THE MAN IN THE
(How's that for truthful mush?)
WILDERNESS
Denis
Be MY Valentine, FOREVER
P.S.'l'm not P.R.!!!!
In Love .

---------- " '":"' ----

Paul Simon,
" .. .life, I love yoll ... " (because , OLIVIA,
Your overwhelming popul;irit;
of YOU!!!)
Art with the gentlemen of this
university· has awakened my desire
for young women.
WOODY
BRENT
I know that it took 3 times
Sunday night, but that was just to
Dear Yogurt- Maker,
·keep you honest.
I was completely shocked. I will
JIMMY'S HRUDUDU
spend the res( of my days with
dear old Bessie. And our first
SMOKEY THE BEAR
It looks like we are going to horse we'll name Crickett. How
( have more people this time. Now about our first crop being corn?
Soil Tiller
all we have to do is get you there
'
early Friday night!
FIVER Dear Lori G.,
Roses are red,
Violets are blue,
MELISSA ,
I'm not sure that I deserve such You're the bestest friend I ever
kind, thoughtful words. I'm glad had.
signed, Cindy Lou
to know that you are my friend . .
PAUL SIMON
-------- ------Red Lipa,
WOODY ALLI<'~➔
You're quaint, . but you sure
"If I could save time in a . ain't cute!
bottle... "
W. the T. & R.F.
JIM CROCE
DARLENEI sure do miss you! liappy
BRENT
VICTORY your's was the only Birthday! Happy Valentine's Day!
DJS II
real one.
Jim
Thanks to all the people and
organizations· who made the
PAN INN LmBY
We enjoy your company too. Student. Senate Officers Election a
success.
Your vitality is contagious.
The Electloa Committee
, CONCERNED DRUNKS

---------------

Robert Redford:
Congratulatlons,.)lope there's
not Deep Throat in your future.

To John ~ Greek
Champion foosbell
The way you score those
goals in foosball I wish·
you score with me . . .
The least expected
with love
Diga me cubanita,
Son los ojos morenos contagioso?
ojos azules
To Lawrence of Arabia
Welcome to the our club. . .
The Greek Stude,t As8oclation

--------- ·--

Dear L.Z. Proaerpina,

Reflectin on your recent night
out with my half mortal son
Adonis, I would like to know of
your intentions. You see our father
in heaven, "The Great Zeus," has
been concerned and upset over the
past few years, regarding the
slander and blasphemy associated
with my sons imperial name.
Please get in touch with me as
soon as possible regarding this
situation.
·
Cordially yours,
. Hera of Olympus

Dear Joey P.
Let's get down to business. I'm
accounting · on you. · Monday at
BBC? Don't B-B late.
Hot Pants
John S. : Are you coming to the
Coffeehouse next Friday night? I'll
be watching for you. Linda

- - - -,

------

Paul: We can't wait to , hear you
play!
'
'
:-

·- - - - -

-------

.

Dear Fran D.
How about some black Rit dye
for your white knit pants?

Dear Bing Fingers;
~ you did the tiill!lt in all
you're tests, I'm sure you did!
Wang the 'llger

Joan iC.;
This time I'll remember!!!
Liz

6-19:
Some~ you ·get so lo,t in
your tunnel of darkness that you
refuse· help even when it comes
looking for you with a flashlight. I
do see my own light, but I also try
.to spread it around. It gets
impossible however, when you
cl~ your eyes.
3-18
6-19:
If friendship isn't a sort of light,
then ,w hat is?????????
3-18
OLIVIA
Calm down you know that you
are among friends who love you.
ROBERT REDFORD

-

- -----------

CLARA
Are you sure that you are ready
for our camping trip. I think it's
going to be mighty cold. Do you
have any long underwear?
JIMMY
SOMEONE I SHOULD KNOW
I'm glad you told me. It was
driving me up a wall.
ROBERT REDFORD

-- ------------

NICE TUSH,
Saturday crowds weren't buy•
ing, just looking - most likely at
you. There's a lot to look •at! But
those shoppers better remember to
just look and not handle the
merchandise, or the salesmen.
Careful what you say on the
phone - old men and passerbys
might have a heart attack. I might
too. Wow, you're too. much!

~5858585858585. . ·.

Dear Sportsmen,
I've given up fox hunting for
hunting peacock! Any suggestions
for what kind of guns I should
use?
Like The Feathers

Rich,
Remember what I told you! By
the way, you owe me a quarter
you didn't need!
Counting,The Strikes

PRINT

J.H.
.
See you Feb'ruary 19 th.
Love Hot Lips
I love divorcees.
JEROME, BART,
SEE YOU AT SIX AT MY
PLACE .
WEASEL
MIKE*,
I'M GONNA SMASH YOUR
CAR IF YOU M,.!.KE FUN OF
MY HORNET.
M.D.
Dumper,
I ·see how you get your name
but this garbage is hard to get rid
of.
? William?
Janet, ..
Would you like to snuggle in my
nest.
The Peacock.
Andy . . .
I got your number . . .
love an admirer

Tim,
Love that BRUT!!
Completely Wasted

WANTED:
Cane for Old-Man on Social
Security to use on his Friday night
dates with young single swingers.
John Curtz C. Marshall
PUNIA
THANK YOU FOR BEING
SUCH A BEAUTIFUL YOU .
YOU MADE LAST YEAR
WORTH LIVING, AND THIS
YEAR WORTH LOOKING FOR•
WARD TO.
"GOTCHA"

Rich;
.
Be cool jewel, don't blow it. if
you want use the M & M trick.
John, Kevin, Rich P.
- - - - - - -

#

·

- - - - - -

Fuzz,
The door is still open for any
drifts. Ain't nobody going to tie
you down.
The Butterfly Man

Weasel,
Its amazing how birds ol"'·a
feather• nd animals of the land get
together.
Charlie Tuna's Brother

John,
Super! Hey, gotta do it!
Number44
To the handsome dude with black
hair who introduces the concerts:

. An you availabla?
'
Juat Wondering
Hi Joy:
J
To' one great lover from another
keep on loving me as is.
·Love,

Pee Wee

_Abe,
After Saturday night it's no
wonder the divorce rate is going ·
up!
«
Left In A Corner
Straight A Average,
Talking doesn't mean I won't do
well
I can only try.
Not So Straight

· J.S.!, Now we kno~ how it feels to be
famous.
Tarry
P.S. Please get that thermostat
fixed!!
Denis··
Whatever would I do without
your friendship?

Tarry
P.S. Ahhhhhh!!

7

Strutzo••
What can I say? Except·:
Ahhhh!
Tarry

·-------

------Olivia••

You say that you 've been
_friends with those two jokers for .
two years?
Tarry

- - - - -.- - - - --(

Sexy Zipper
Love to see ya blush!

--------Mary,

Not Peeking

,- - - - -

It's y-our face!
Woman .In Black
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Robert Redford:
Sometimes it's not a matter of
being a good person 'but a matter
of being a fool.
Beau

Chuck,
Next time I 'll drive.
Brent

Judy,
I can't think of anyone I 'd
rather campaign with. You actually make it a pleasure.
Brent

Californi" dreamin companion: .
What do you mean, for a good
time call 588-26-•? For a ,great time
call 588·26••!
I know
Dennis R. :
And really, just what were you
doing there????????
AnnF. '

TO GIVE AWAY if you pick up
Magnavox Console, dark walnut
with AM/FM racµo and phonograph plus a few records. Vintage
1965. Ext 355 if interested.
Located in the .vicinity of 8000
West and 3000 North.

little WHIPPER~SNAPPER, .'
I like your office.better, too. It's
a, lot cleaner, lbut mine's drier).
My "S" curve is rising.
ME
Pride is the first step to
perfection. Honestly is the second
step. Few who reach the second
step can still hold on to the first.
Doc. 2:3 .
Don,

We all know you try.
To water bed partner,
Even though you're a pain in
tlie ass (ha ha), I still love ya! See
y_a soon.
Florida Sunshine

Remember that special•
someone with a valenline
greeting in the Print!

Doc
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sports
Eagles lose last
playoff hope
by John Stepal
throughout much of it, only to
Above, an Ice Eagle's defenseman attempts to stop th~ penetration of a Harper forward in a
The Golden E agles los t
be overtaken by SXC in the
bit of derring-do that helped generate consistent excitement last Saturday night at the
whatever chance they had to
final five minutes. Rutues had
Skatium in Skokie. The lead" changed hands on and off in this pressure cooker game with
'win the CC AC title when
little help on the boards, as the
neither team pulling out to an insurmountable lead. Those spectators present were treated to
they dropped at 97-93 decision
taller Cougars managed severa hard checking uninhibited game after having braved below zero weather outside. It is . a
to St. Xavier last Tuesday.
al offensive rebounds, permitshame that UNl's i ce Eagles came up short 5~4 and continued their losing ways. [Photo by
The loss was Northeastern 's
ting few, taking a 44-39 lead
Ann F. Holda]
tenth (thirteen victories) , and
into t he dressing _room at
outplayed and outscored the will be interesting to see if
UNI will have to win almost
only 1: 16 remaining as the
halftime.
Cougars when he was in the UNI receives one of the six
all of their remai~ing ·g ames to
Cougars ·broke through the
It didn't take long for UNI
lineup. Ty ended up with 22 · playoff berths available. My ,
have a chance at making the
to regain the lead, however, as Eagles' defense for an unchalpoints and 22 rebounds. La- opinion is the Northeastern
NAIA Division 20 playoffs.
a 10-4 scoring spree at the lenged ·layup which made the
. marr Mondane added 20 and deserves a spot as much as St .
Several factors contributed
beginning of the half game score 96-91.
Bobby led th~ Eagles' cause Xavier, as the Cougars have
to the Eagles ~ downfall. UNI
I think the game might have
them a slim one-point margin.
with 29.
not faced the hardships on the
was burned badly on the
Just a minute later, Rutues had a different outcome if
Although the conference schedule t hat we have. ·
boards, as the Cougars' fordrew his fourth personal, and Rutues could have avoided
title is no longer in doubt, it
ward line often had several
within · four minutes, Xavier foul · trouble, as the Ea gles
opportunities to score; a
pulled out to the biggest lead
chance which Nor theastern
of the night at that point at
seldomly had.
64-56. During this time; WalaThe Cougar's Mike Wala- . zek scored several of his 31
szek was particul!lrly imprespoints, and the Cougars comsive, as he canned 1_2 of 14,
pletely dominated ·the ooards.
several from long range.
St. Xavier increased their lead
Xavier also made go!)d use of
to 84-70 ahd it seemed the
their bench, with six of their
game was history.
\
players scoring in · doubl_e
It was then that UNI made
ineligible for any state compeby John Stepal
missed it by five days, and for
figures.
their greatest comeback of the
tition , but several athletes
All
of
Northeastern's
womthis offense we . were ruled
If any one thing dictated the
season, as they reeled off seven
have lost a year of eligibility
en's
athletic
teams
received
a
ineligible
for
state
competition
outcome of the ballgame,
straight points to chop th~
due to this. The women who
severe blow r-ecently when they in all women's sports.
, though, it was Tyrone Rutues'
Cougars' lead in half. The
ordinarily would compete in
learned of their ineligibilitY, for , However, coaches Faloona
departure with four fouls with
Eagles ' continued to hack
softball, volleyball, and tennis
state . competition in the up- (men's tennis) and Guzik
sixteen minutes remaining.
away at the lead unil Bobby •
now must decide if they want
coming year. This ruling (women's basketball and volDuring his eight minute
Beckam 's three point play
to play in their respective
applies until November, and it leyball) represented UNI in a
absence, UNI was outscored
narrowed the gap to 88-86 with
sports,
knowing they cannot
will affect all of the womeµ' s protest against this decision.
35-21 and dug themselves into . just over three minutes left.
compete in any tournaments
· teams. As of this moment, · From what I understand, we
a hole which proved to be too
This was the closest the
and. using up a year's eligibilithat includes gymnastics, bas- would have won this protest
much to overcome.
Eagles ever got, however, as
ty at the same time.
ketball, softball, tennis, ani;I
had
not
the
state
learned
of
an
The first half of the game
the teams traded baskets after
I'm not saying that UNI
volleyball.
ineligible .player on one of our
saw UNI hold a slim lead
that. The clincher came with
would qualify for state compeThis all started back in
rosters. It seems this athlete
tition in all of their women's
November, when somehow our
(who shall remain unnamed)
sports. In fact, I kind of doubt
business office's computers did
was engaged in her fifth year
it.
In the light of all this,
not forward . our bill to
of competition in her particular
however
, that isn't much of a
Springfield in time to meet the
sport.
consolation.
first-of-the-_month deadline. We
Not only is UNI now

UNI women ruled ineligible
for state competition

Jock
\l shorts

by John Stepal
Our Ice ' Eagles play
their biggest contest of the
season Sunday when they take
on Northern Illinois at the
Skatium, located · at Church
and Bronx roads in Skokie.
This game is crucial to UNI if
they are to ha_ve any hopes of
winning the conference. The
team is . asking fo r y our
support.
- - Gymnastics meet at 4
Tuesday vs. Concordia and
Kishwaukee.
- - Swimming meet vs.
Wisconsin-Milwaukee Thursday at 4.
- - Women 's ' B asket ball

CCICICICICICICICICI•

team plays DePaul Monday
~night . at 7 and Loyola
Wednesday at #;30.
- - Homecoming, complete
with banquet, game , and
dance, and John Nuebling will
take place February 18 when
the Chicago Circle Chikas
invade UNI.
..'... - The, winners of the
women's intramural table tennis tournament were Judy
J acubowski in first place, and
Vicky Avers in second. Both, of
them will be representing UNI
onFebruary 17-19 at Wisconsin-Madison in the 1977 Region VI II games tOUI'Jlament .
Lot s of luck, girls!

Hawaii $399
Apri/.23-30
Canary
Isfands $359
April 22-30
For details call
Hemisphere Travel
541-7575

..... .. ....... ................... :

EARN GOOD

sss

DAYS. EVENINGS. WEEKENDS.

RJll OR PART TIME
ASA
SECURITY GUARD

Need more income? Here's an excellent part
time or full time opportunity. We have
security guard openings in Chicago and
suburbs for people with a neat appearance
and no criminal record. We have unarmed
openings pins some openings for persons
with blue card.

.

..

Call for an appointment at 664-6769 or
apply in person.. any weekday from 9 :00
A.M. to 5:00 P.M . at:

ANDY FRAIN INC.
1221 N. LaSalle St.
Chicago, Illinois
An ~qual Opportunity Employ<2r M/ F

.. .. . .. . ...... .... ... .... .. ... .

